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Sonetics and Logic Energy Expand Relationship Providing Wireless Team Communication Solutions to
Australia and New Zealand
Logic Energy will Offer Sonetics’ Communication Systems for Mining, Public Safety, Fire and Rescue,
Aviation, Construction and Manufacturing Operations
February 28, 2012, Portland, Oregon and Christchurch, New Zealand – Sonetics, a leader in innovative
team communication solutions for challenging environments, today announced its partnership with
Logic Energy, a leader distributor of wireless solutions for Australia and New Zealand, authorizing Logic
Energy’s reseller network to provide Sonetics’ wireless headset systems for a variety of critical
communication applications, including mining, public safety, fire and rescue, aviation, construction and
manufacturing operations. Logic Energy specializes in the distribution of high quality communications
product solutions, including two-way radios and accessories, and will now offer, sell and support
Sonetics’ systems through its distribution centers in Australia and New Zealand.
“Logic Energy was founded to support resellers and their customers with leading communication
solutions across Australia and New Zealand,” said Dave Hicks, Director of Logic Energy. “As the pioneer
for truly wireless team communication headsets and systems, Sonetics was the obvious partner for us.”
All of Sonetics’ systems support hands-free, full-duplex communications up to a 600 meter range while
also monitoring up to two radio channels and providing push-to-talk radio transmission from the users’
wireless headsets. The headsets provide 26dB of hearing protection and are completely wire-free, with
no external antennas, belt packs, or wires to snag or entangle users. Sonetics’ solutions provide an
advanced battery management system that delivers not only 24-hour continuous operation per charge
and two-hour full recharge, but also ensures that the headset is fully ready to operate up to a year after
the last charge. They use 1.8 GHz DECT communications technology to allow full-duplex communication
between local teams and radio transmissions via push-to-talk connectivity to existing radio systems.
“Logic Energy is well known as a leading distributor in Australia and New Zealand who has great wireless
communications expertise and as providing outstanding service and support to their resellers and
customers,” said Sonetics’ Chief Operating Officer Reed Stager. “We are actively working with leading
distributors such as Logic Energy to deliver the benefits of Sonetics solutions, including greater safety of
work group members, increased team communication effectiveness, and enhanced productivity.”
Sonetics’ solutions are compliant with frequency requirements in Australia and New Zealand, as well as
the European Community and most Asian countries.
About Sonetics Corporation
Sonetics is the leader in innovative and proven team communication systems. Sonetics delivers the clear
communications that are essential for the productivity, safety, and effectiveness of work teams in
aviation, firefighting, public works, marine, construction, mining and industrial operations. Our systems,
with headsets and radio interfaces, ensure all team members can hear and be heard, even in the most
challenging environments. We pioneered the development of hands-free wireless headsets, which allow
team members to stay in continuous contact without being tethered to an intercom or belt pack. Twice

named by Inc. magazine as one of America’s 500 fastest-growing private companies, Sonetics, together
with its Firecom and Flightcom divisions, helps more than 500,000 customers in 90 countries solve their
toughest communication problems. Visit us at www.soneticscorp.com or call (800) 833-4558 to learn
more.
Like us on Facebook and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter @SoneticsCorp.
For more information, contact Julie Steding, Marketing Manager at Sonetics Corporation at
julie.steding@soneticscorp.com or 503-684-7080.
About Logic Energy
Logic Energy Ltd is a specialist communications product distributor that focuses primarily on the two way
radio and wireless market in Australia and New Zealand. Logic Energy has developed a very strong
reputation for detailed product knowledge, supplying very high quality equipment and outstanding
customer service. The company can engineer, commission and support communications solutions across
a broad range of industries including public safety, mining, construction and transportation. Since it was
established in 2004, Logic has established a very strong reseller network of two way radio dealers in both
New Zealand and Australia. The company is rapidly expanding and currently has offices in Christchurch
and Auckland in New Zealand and Brisbane in Australia. For more information, visit
www.logicenergy.co.nz.
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